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A  study was done as part of an effort to
develop computational models represent-
ing turbulent mixing under thermody-
namic supercritical (here, high pressure)
conditions. The question was whether the
large-eddy simulation (LES) approach, de-
veloped previously for atmospheric-pres-
sure compressible-perfect-gas and incom-
pressible flows, can be extended to real-gas
non-ideal (including supercritical) fluid
mixtures. [In LES, the governing equa-
tions are approximated such that the flow
field is spatially filtered and subgrid-scale
(SGS) phenomena are represented by

models.] The study included analyses of re-
sults from direct numerical simulation
(DNS) of several such mixing layers based
on the Navier-Stokes, total-energy, and con-
servation-of-chemical-species governing
equations.

Comparison of LES and DNS results re-
vealed the need to augment the atmos-
pheric-pressure LES equations with addi-
tional SGS momentum and energy terms.
These new terms are the direct result of
high-density-gradient-magnitude regions
found in the DNS and observed experi-
mentally under fully turbulent flow condi-

tions. A model has been derived for the
new term in the momentum equation
and was found to perform well at small fil-
ter size but to deteriorate with increasing
filter size. Several alternative models were
derived for the new SGS term in the en-
ergy equation that would need further in-
vestigations to determine if they are too
computationally intensive in LES. 

This work was done by Laurent Selle, Nora
Okong’o, Josette Bellan, and Kenneth
Harstad, of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. For more information, contact
iaoffice@jpl.nasa.gov. NPO-44402
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JPEG 2000 Encoding With Perceptual Distortion Control
The bit rate for a given level of perceptual distortion is minimized.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California

An alternative approach has been de-
vised for encoding image data in compli-
ance with JPEG 2000, the most recent still-
image data-compression standard of the
Joint Photographic Experts Group.
Heretofore, JPEG 2000 encoding has been
implemented by several related schemes
classified as rate-based distortion-minimiza-
tion encoding. In each of these schemes,
the end user specifies a desired bit rate and
the encoding algorithm strives to attain
that rate while minimizing a mean squared
error (MSE). While rate-based distortion
minimization is appropriate for transmit-
ting data over a limited-bandwidth chan-
nel, it is not the best approach for applica-
tions in which the perceptual quality of
reconstructed images is a major considera-
tion. A better approach for such applica-
tions is the present alternative one, de-
noted perceptual distortion control, in
which the encoding algorithm strives to
compress data to the lowest bit rate that
yields at least a specified level of perceptual
image quality.

Some additional background informa-
tion on JPEG 2000 is prerequisite to a
meaningful summary of JPEG encoding
with perceptual distortion control. The
JPEG 2000 encoding process includes
two subprocesses known as tier-1 and

tier-2 coding. In order to minimize the
MSE for the desired bit rate, a rate-dis-
tortion-optimization subprocess is intro-
duced between the tier-1 and tier-2 sub-
processes. In tier-1 coding, each coding

block is independently bit-plane coded
from the most-significant-bit (MSB)
plane to the least-significant-bit (LSB)
plane, using three coding passes (except
for the MSB plane, which is coded using

The Normalized Perceptual Distortion in compressed data from a test image were computed for compres-
sion by a JPEG 2000 perceptual-distortion-control and a JPEG 2000 rate-based distortion-minimization en-
coding algorithm.
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only one “clean up” coding pass). For M
bit planes, this subprocess involves a
total number of (3M – 2) coding passes.
An embedded bit stream is then gener-
ated for each coding block. Information
on the reduction in distortion and the
increase in the bit rate associated with
each coding pass is collected. This infor-
mation is then used in a rate-control
procedure to determine the contribu-
tion of each coding block to the output
compressed bit stream.

In tier-2 coding, the results of those
coding passes for each coding block that
have not been discarded are organized
into an output compressed bit stream.
With a carefully optimized implementa-
tion of a discrete wavelength transform,
the embedded block coding tends to
dominate the whole encoding time; con-
sequently, prior JPEG 2000 encoding al-
gorithms waste computational power
and memory on those coding passes that
are eventually discarded. This concludes
the background information.

A complete description of JPEG encod-
ing with perceptual distortion control
would greatly exceed the space available

for this article, making it necessary to
summarize briefly: The multiresolution
wavelet decomposition and the two-tier
coding structure of JPEG 2000 are
amenable to incorporation of perceptual
distortion control. In the present ap-
proach, one strives to determine the num-
ber of coding passes needed for each cod-
ing block by use of a perceptual model of
the human vision system. Then only that
number of (and no more) coding passes
need be made in the tier-1 encoding.

A basic idea of the use of the percep-
tual model of the human vision system is
to hide the coding distortion beneath
detection thresholds, typically by ex-
ploiting the masking properties of the
human visual system and establishing
detection thresholds of just-noticeable
distortion and minimally noticeable dis-
tortion based on psychophysical experi-
ments. Among the masking properties
included in the model are luminance
masking [also known as light adaptation
(in which the detection threshold varies
with background light intensity)] and
contrast making (in which the visibility
of an image component is affected by

other image components). The model
also incorporates a perceptual distortion
metric that takes account of spatial and
spectral summations of quantization er-
rors.

Experimental data have confirmed
the expectation that in addition to yield-
ing consistent image quality, JPEG 2000
encoding with perceptual distortion
control makes it possible to do so at bit
rates lower than those of JPEG 2000 rate-
based distortion-minimization encod-
ing. The figure presents comparative
plots of such data, showing that the bit
rate for a given level of normalized per-
ceptual distortion is lower for perceptual
distortion control.

This work was done by Andrew B. Watson
of Ames Research Center and Zhen Liu and
Lina J. Karam of Arizona State University.
Further information is contained in a TSP
(see page 1).

This invention is owned by NASA, and a
patent application has been filed. Inquiries
concerning rights for the commercial use of
this invention should be addressed to the
Ames Technology Partnerships Division at
(650) 604-2954. Refer to ARC-15522-1.

An intelligent integrated health man-
agement system (IIHMS) incorporates
major improvements over prior such sys-
tems. The particular IIHMS is imple-
mented for any system defined as a hierar-
chical distributed network of intelligent
elements (HDNIE), comprising primarily:
(1) an architecture (Figure 1), (2) intelli-
gent elements, (3) a conceptual frame-
work and taxonomy (Figure 2), and (4)
and ontology that defines standards and
protocols.

Some definitions of terms are prereq-
uisite to a further brief description of
this innovation:
• A system-of-systems (SoS) is an engi-

neering system that comprises multi-
ple subsystems (e.g., a system of multi-
ple possibly interacting flow
subsystems that include pumps, valves,
tanks, ducts, sensors, and the like).

• “Intelligent” is used here in the sense
of artificial intelligence. An intelligent
element may be physical or virtual, it is
network enabled, and it is able to man-

age data, information, and knowledge
(DIaK) focused on determining its con-
dition in the context of the entire SoS.

• As used here, “health” signifies the func-
tionality and/or structural integrity of

an engineering system, subsystem, or
process (leading to determination of
the health of components).

• “Process” can signify either a physical
process in the usual sense of the word
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Figure 1. A Hierarchical Network of Distributed Intelligent Elements defines the architecture of the
system described in the text.


